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Seasonal Outlook
Discussion


Past Weather and Drought: 30 day soil
moisture and precipitation anomalies were
below normal across southern portions of the
Northeast down into the northern Mid-Atlantic
states at the end of April 2016. Above normal
precipitation and soil moisture anomalies
were in place over portions of the MidMississippi Valley and eastern Great Lakes.



Weather and Climate Outlook: Drier than
normal conditions overall are forecast over
much of the western half of the Eastern Area
into May 2016. Warmer than normal
conditions are forecast over the majority of
the Eastern Area through the summer of 2016.
The exception is the eastern half of New
England where cooler than normal
temperature trends are expected.



Near normal precipitation trends are forecast
over the majority of the Eastern Area June
through August 2016 as a transition to neutral
ENSO episode occurs.



Fuel Conditions: 100 and 1000 hour fuel
moistures were well below normal over
portions of the western Great Lakes as well as
the Northeast States at towards the end of
April 2016 as short to medium range drying
occurred through April along with periods of
well below normal relative humidity.



Fire Season Timing: The spring fire season is
forecast to end across much of the northern
tier as green up progresses through May.
However, the 2016 spring fire season will
likely persist through May over drier
portions of the Great Lakes New England
until rainfall frequency and amounts
increase and green-up is completed.



Area Discussion: Above normal fire
potential may persist over portions of the
Great Lakes and New England into the end
of May 2016 if rainfall frequency and
amounts do not increase. Near normal fire
potential is expected this summer over the
remainder of the Eastern Area.
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